2006 mitsubishi endeavor ls

The Mitsubishi Endeavor is a solid all-around crossover SUV for those who crave nontraditional
styling in a comfortable, easy-to-drive package. If you don't need a third-row seat, it's definitely
worth a look. In some ways, Mitsubishi has embraced its role as a niche player in the bigger
automotive picture. Mitsubishi cars and trucks used to be nothing more than second or third
runners-up to more popular brands like Honda and Toyota, but recent strides in both product
and marketing have helped it to carve out its own unique niche. Admittedly, Mitsubishi has not
reinvented the midsize crossover SUV, but it has put its own stamp on it with regard to styling,
comfort and performance. The Endeavor shares its prominent front-end design, a recent
Mitsubishi styling cue, with such vehicles as the Galant and Outlander. Built on the "Project
America" platform specifically designed for the U. Because of its car-based underpinnings, the
Mitsubishi Endeavor is a crossover vehicle rather than a traditional SUV. By combining carlike
characteristics like sharp handling and a smooth highway ride, the Endeavor doesn't force
buyers to choose between sport and utility. The Endeavor's 3. Mitsubishi has taken steps to
ensure that the Endeavor's go-anywhere look is backed up by some off-road ability. Ground
clearance is just over 8 inches. Inside, this five-passenger SUV is roomy enough to
accommodate even the tallest adults, and the well-cushioned seats provide exceptional comfort
on long road trips. Cargo capacity is a bit less than competitors offer, but should be adequate
for most families. The design of the interior is edgier than the conservative furnishings in the
Pilot and Highlander, as there's plenty of metallic trim along with ice-blue backlighting. One
downside is that the Endeavor's materials quality doesn't measure up to either of these rivals.
While the Endeavor's lack of a third-row seat and side curtain airbags may limit its appeal on
carpool days, family-oriented buyers would be wise to take a look at its well-rounded package.
Along with unusual styling, the Mitsubishi Endeavor offers a very likable combination of
performance, comfort and practicality. The LS comes with standard features like inch alloy
wheels; air conditioning; power windows, locks and mirrors; remote keyless entry; air
conditioning; a watt CD stereo; a full-size spare tire; and towing preparation. The Limited adds
items like a power driver seat, a watt stereo with an in-dash six-disc CD changer and an
automatic climate control system with separate rear controls. Available options include a
sunroof, leather seating, heated front seats and a rear-seat DVD entertainment system which
unfortunately isn't available in conjunction with the sunroof. A navigation system is not
available. All Mitsubishi Endeavor models come with a 3. Output is rated at horsepower and a
substantial lb-ft of torque. Although many vehicles in this class offer more horsepower, the
Endeavor's ample torque gives it an equally powerful feel. Two-wheel-drive models are
front-wheel drive, and all-wheel-drive models utilize a full-time system with a viscous center
differential. Fuel economy estimates are 17 mpg city and highway. Antilock brakes and traction
control are standard on all models, as are front-seat side airbags and a tire-pressure monitoring
system. A stability control system is optional on 4WD Limited models. Side curtain airbags are
not available. The Endeavor scored five stars across the board for side-impact protection. Due
to the Endeavor's impressive lb-ft of torque, the 3. The transmission can be a little slow to
downshift on highway grades, but overall the Mitsubishi Endeavor performs as well as most
other vehicles in the class. Its car-based chassis provides a comfortable ride on the street,
adept handling in the corners and above-average capability on mildly rutted dirt roads. The
steering is a little slower to react than we'd like, but the weighting seems perfectly balanced for
everyday errand running and commuting. A large center console dominates the interior, giving
the Endeavor a slightly different look than most other sport-utes. In keeping with the exterior's
bold and unique design, sporty faux metallic trim is used throughout the cabin. A small screen
placed atop the dash provides vital radio, compass and climate information, but it doesn't
support an optional navigation system. Like most other sport-utes in its class, the Mitsubishi
Endeavor uses a flip-up rear hatch along with a separate lift-glass for added convenience.
Cargo capacity maxes out at 75 cubic feet, less than the Pilot, Murano or Explorer. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Mitsubishi Endeavor. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Mitsubishi lease specials Check out Mitsubishi Endeavor lease specials. Popular searches. My

notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. No third-row
seat or side curtain airbags available, less cargo capacity than peers, mediocre interior
materials. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. For , the Mitsubishi Endeavor gets revised front and rear styling and some
interior trim revisions. The XLS trim level has been dropped, while the Limited's leather seating
and heated seats are now optional instead of standard. On the positive side, antilock brakes are
now standard on all Endeavors and 2WD versions receive standard traction control. Read more.
Write a review See all 30 reviews. My wife and I purchased this SUV several weeks ago. So far
we really love it. It's quiet, fast, handles like a luxury car that's a good thing , and has a great
transmission. The sound system is very good and I love the display in the dash. I can't believe
Mitsubishi is not selling these things as fast as they can build them. It's incredible that such a
great vehicle is discounted so much. My wife and I laughed all the way home. And we love that
warranty! Plus it got a great rating in Consumer Reports. That's always a MUST!! Read less. I
love the way it handles on curving roads. It is a very soft ride, but no swaying. It handles great
and has tons of room for my wife's antique shopping. The transmission is great, being able to
shift yourself is nice, especially when going down mountain roads you can put it in 2nd gear
and not ride the brake. It does not have a top heavy feel. Overall Mitsubishi did it right. After 3
years, still love it! This vehicle is Mitsubishi's best kept secret. We are quite comfortable
traveling long distances, no back aches I get exceptional gas mileage in town, averaging and on
the highway our best was 29 mpg! Can't beat that for this sized vehicle. The engine runs
smooth, automatic shifts easily and steps right into passing gear when you need it! Awesome
Vehicle Great Buy. The Mitsubishi Endeavor runs great. It stands out more than any other
vehicle in it's class. It's an instant eye catcher. See all 30 reviews of the Used Mitsubishi
Endeavor. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 4 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Endeavor.
Sign Up. Mitsubishi's Endeavor SUV undergoes some notable trim and features adjustments for
the model year. The mid-level XLS trim has been dropped, reducing the total number of
Endeavor variants to four. ABS has been added to the base LS standard features list, and all
front-wheel drive models now come with traction control. The Limited loses leather upholstery
and heated seats, but both are still available as options. These changes are part of a mid-cycle
update, which includes some interior and exterior design alterations. The Endeavor lineup is
available with LS and Limited styles, and both can be had with either front or all-wheel drive.
Convenience items like air conditioning, full power accessories, keyless entry, and CD player
are standard across the board. All Endeavors also get inch alloy wheels, tow preparation and a
full size spare. The Limited is set apart by a more powerful stereo, a power driver seat and
automatic climate control. All Endeavors are powered by a 3. This engine delivers horsepower
and pound-feet of torque. The Endeavor is set apart from mid-size crossover competitors by its
unique styling, and this has been a strong selling point for consumers. Reviewers report that
the Endeavor offers a fine blend of car and SUV elements, adding the Endeavor combines a
car-like ride, 4x4 abilities and adequate cargo space 75 cubic feet in one attractive package. The
interior design is also rather bold, with metallic trim and blue backlighting. A closer examination
reveals some lower grade materials, but the Endeavor's cabin is definitely distinctive. This SUV
does not offer third row seating or an optional navigation system. Where is the fuel pump
located in my Mitsubishi endeavor? Average user score. Based on 5 reviews. Movin On Up
Mighty Mitsi by Rick. Endeavor by Stephen. Updated May 23, by Anonymous. What's your take
on the Mitsubishi Endeavor? Have you driven a Mitsubishi Endeavor? Rank This Car. Cars
compared to Mitsubishi Endeavor. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite
Favorite. Mitsubishi Endeavor Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Mitsubishi Endeavor to Related Models. Select
Year Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan
Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New Eclipse Cross Mirage. Outlander Outlander
Sport. Used Eclipse Endeavor. Galant i-MiEV. Used By Year. Filter Results reset. Drivetrain AWD
2. Trim LS 2. Limited 2. Quick Specs. Engine Gas V6, 3. Drivetrain All Wheel Drive. Passenger
Capacity 5. Passenger Doors 4. Body Style Sport Utility. Dimensions Vehicle. Base Curb Weight
lbs Front Hip Room in Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder Room in Second Head Room in
Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room in
Wheelbase in Track Width, Rear in Height, Overall in Length, Overall in Min Ground Clearance in
8. Track Width, Front in Liftover Height in - TBD -. Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity,
Approx gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine Order Code 6G Engine Type Gas V6.
Displacement 3. Clutch Size in NA. Drivetrain All-Wheel Drive. First Gear Ratio :1 2. Sixth Gear
Ratio :1 NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 4. Trans

Order Code NA. Second Gear Ratio :1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA. Fifth
Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Pwr. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x
Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear Yes or NA. Front Brake Rotor Diam x
Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 ,
Overall Turning Diameter - Wall to Wall ft Lock to Lock Turns Steering 3. Front Wheel Size in 17
x 7. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size in 17 x 7. Rear
Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size in 17 x 7. Suspension Type - Rear Cont.
Suspension Type - Rear Multi-Link. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Front in 0. Suspension Type - Front
Cont. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Rear in 0. Safety Features Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air
Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running Lights Yes. Traction Control
Yes. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps No. Parking Aid No. Tire
Pressure Monitor Yes. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No. Warranty Warranty. Basic
Years 5. Corrosion Years 7. Drivetrain Years Roadside Assistance Years 5. Other Specs Cooling
System. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Looking for other models of the Mitsubishi
Endeavor? Gas Mileage. All-Wheel Drive. Front Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity. All Rights
Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Not only not only did this
SUV perform above and beyond any expectations. Has more horsepower then any SUV in its
class. I feel like Mitsubishi did something right with this I'll definitely be buying another one. I
love the visibility and the handling. The size makes it easy to fit my whole family without
compromising ease of. Car has been parked under carport and taken care of from elements.
Very reliable and good gas mileage. Only repairs are usual oil change, brakes, and tires, wiper
blades. Had 1 issue with trim, rails on top paint fading. Inside is like new, had headliner
replaced, due to a tear caused by carrying an item in rear. This car is very reliable and
comfortable. I use it constantly and it has never failed. This car is a larger SUV which is good for
hauling stuff and passengers but it does have a longer wheelbase which makes it slightly
harder to maneuver in tight spaces. It offers about miles per gallon which is decent for an SUV.
Only drawback is the horrible noise if you don't crack the back windows open wide enough.
Everything else is good. It offers lots of space and decent mileage but is not fancy. It is a tough
reliable car for everyday use. When I drive out of town on the highway I feel totally safe! The
kids are always excited to get in and go. There's room for the kids and their friends. We can
drop the rear seats and throw in extra belongings or a mattress and just camp out! Have my
Mitsubishi for 10 years, no mechanical issues, excellent performance, very economical on
highway, accommodate 5 passengers very comfortable. Really good for long road trips. The car
is great, we had a similar model when a drunk driver hit us and in some other car we could have
died but we were almost fine after the crash because of the car. It also runs great and has good
gas mileage and heated seats which are great in the winter. I like how big it is. I do not like that
it is not 4 wheel drive. I like that it is spacious. The vehicle is pretty reliable. Though through the
years I have had to replace the breaks, fix the spark plugs, and replace the lights due to multiple
times they have gone out. Great car, but as it aged, more mechanical and service related issues.
Gasket leaking, rear windows fell down needing replacing of gear that makes them go up and
down. My vehicle has been great for me thus far, I bought it used a few years back and have not
had to put any major work into it yet. It gets the job done and I love the size. It was affordable. It
is durable. I have never had any mechanical issues. It is pretty decent on gas. It is comfortable
and meets all my needs. The electrical has issues. The car shakes a lot, I took it to get fix but
the shaking started again. I love the fuel efficiency of my car. It gets great gas mileage! I also
really like the entertainment system it has. It keeps my kids happy on the road! It's an SUV that
is not too big, nor too small. There is a good amount of room in the cargo space and the seat
can go down to add space to the back. It has been reliable and performs well. Very comfortable
seats. Has been reliable; hasn't needed a lot of repairs despite having over 60, miles. Good
mileage. It's a really good truck its smooth running however it can have wheel issues and
sometimes shifts slow getting on the freeway mine is a and has no aux hook up and one week
it's good on gas the next week it eats it up but overall i love my truck. I do not have any
particular complaints however I wish there were more safety features like blind side sensors. I
love the pick up. I like the overall size of the vehicle. I do not like the fact that the door handles
all broke off. Also, I don't like that There is only one key entry on the whole vehicle. I like the
body style, interior space, and reliability. I dislike the mpg and lack of aux port. Change Year.
Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort
Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews.
Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most
Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Bryan Russell wrote on March 10, Kelly W wrote on
November 28, Tina W wrote on September 19, Elizabeth G wrote on July 15, Annette G wrote on
March 21, Allison K wrote on November 22, Victorianna P wrote on October 23, Kiley R wrote on

October 23, Sandy E wrote on October 23, Pat J wrote on October 23, Lauren B wrote on
October 23, Esmeralda B wrote on October 23, Janet W wrote on October 23, Tammy L wrote on
October 23, Oscar A wrote on October 23, Leah L wrote on October 23, Gillian T wrote on
October 23, Sheryl C wrote on October 23, Conner B wrote on October 23, Continue to
Overview. Not only not only did this SUV perform above and beyond any expectations. Has
more horsepower then any SUV in its class. I feel like Mitsubishi did something right with this
I'll definitely be buying another one. I love the visibility and the handling. The size makes it easy
to fit my whole family without compromising ease of. This car is very reliable and comfortable. I
use it constantly and it has never failed. This car is a larger SUV which is good for hauling stuff
and passengers but it does have a longer wheelbase which makes it slightly harder to maneuver
in tight spaces. It offers about miles per gallon which is decent for an SUV. Only drawback is the
horrible noise if you don't crack the back windows open wide enough. Everything else is good.
It offers lots of space and decent mileage but is not fancy. It is a tough reliable car for everyday
use. Change Year. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Select Model: LS. Optional Torque: ft.
Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs. Mechanical Features 3. Compare Models
LS. Gasoline Fuel. Exterior Features Chrome grille. Color-keyed folding pwr mirrors. Black
folding pwr mirrors. Color-keyed door handles. Side protective moldings. Auto-off headlights.
Daytime running lamps. Color-keyed bumper garnish. Color-keyed mudguards. Interior Features
Front reclining bucket seats-inc: adjustable driver seat lumbar, driver seat height adjustment.
Front reclining bucket seats-inc: adjustable driver seat lumbar, driver seat height adjustment,
6-way pwr adjustable driver seat. Premium cloth seat covering. Deluxe cloth seat covering.
Height-adjustable sport-touch steering wheel. Height-adjustable steering wheel. Steering
wheel-mounted audio controls. Dot-matrix color LCD display panel-inc: compass, outdoor temp,
driver computer, maintenance recorder. Segmented audio center display. Lighting-inc: map
lights, cargo bay light, glovebox light. Cargo tie-down utility hooks. Remote hood release. Pwr
remote tail gate glass-hatch lift. Anti-theft engine immobilizer. Illuminated ignition key cylinder.
Tire pressure monitoring system. Multiple fold away assist grips. Height-adjustable front
shoulder belts. Child safety rear door locks. Bryan Russell wrote on March 10, Kelly W wrote on
November 28, See All Reviews Continue to Overview. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
95 yamaha timberwolf
2004 dodge durango fuel pump replacement
2001 chevrolet avalanche
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

